Song of Hope (brass band scoring)

- If with solo trumpet, play as written

- If with 2 or 3 trumpet soloists, omit the following tutti passages:
  - Solo Horn: measures 5 – 11 inclusive
  - Solo Horn: measures 16 – 17 inc
  - Solo Cornet: measures 29 – 32 inc.
  - Flugel and Solo Horn: measure 30, beat 4 – measure 36 inc
  - Flugel and Solo Horn: measure 39 – measure 40, beat 1 inc
  - Soprano Cornet: measure 43 – 47 inc
  - Euphonium: measure 55 – 56 inc
  - 2nd Cornets: measure 56
  - Solo Cornets: measure 57
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poco rall.  B la tempo

mf  non dim.
dim.  pp

mp  3
mf  mute  open

mp cresc.